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O'Connell Bills Spark Strong Offensive
Against The Labor Control Program

Editor's Note: Continuation of Mr.
Bridges' reports on Europe will be
found on Pages 6 and 7.

NT SEEMS sometimes that we will
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never learn, no matter what haps
pens.
For years the officers of the ILWU iMat(titE. tiott.r4r.
have warned the members not to trust
the commercial press. All unions in
Ctur t, 'V .F:
America have found out the hard way
that the press is invariably against
'13-11S
working people and their interests—
FA
distortion, misrepresentation or publishing just those selected items which
create the impression the newspaper
wants, have always been the rule as far
as unions go.
Returning from the overseas trip we
were badgered by the press for statements. We finally agreed to answer
their questions about our trip.
Whether you agree or disagree with
ILWU President Harry Bridges, who returned from his
what's going on overseas, whether you
dock and labor study tour. of Europe early this month is
like it or dislike it, the important thing shown with Executive Board Member Hazard of the Dockers Union at Le Havre,
is to know. Our members and the Amer- France, and Irene Andreyev of the International Department of the French
ican public are entitled to hear the Confederation of Labor
(CGT) in front of the union headquarters located on
.ficts
and to hear every point of view
Benjamin Franklin Square in Le Havre. In this as in many other French cities
and every observation. That:s how you union headquarters are furnished and maintained by the municipal ;governmake up your own mind about what ment without
charge. (For more pictures and furi.her Bridges reports see
should or should not be done.
Pages 6 and 7.)
In addition, we felt obligated to the
unions who were so hospitable and generous to us everywhere we went. The
least we owe them is some honest report about what their problems are
and what they are trying to do to solve
them. Their problems and point of view
appear nowhere in the American press
... don't let anti-labor bills in the
SAN FRANCISCO—More than 500
today.
delegates to the 14th annual constitu- back door."
The convention also took these actional and policy convention of ILWU
Local 6 launched a crusade on February tions:
Atfita.
0 WE agreed to hold a press con- 28 to defeat Goverrior Edmund G. •Decided to complete discussion on
organizing and resolutions and constiference. And we described where Brown's labor control legislation.
tutional changes at a reconvened sesThey
res.shouted
their
support
of
a
we had been, whom we had seen, what
olution condemning the Brown program sion on March 14, with International
we had talked about.
and
endorsing "the O'Connell bills, AB First Vice President J. R. Robertson as
We told the press that we met with
the main speaker on ILWU organizatrade union people almost exclusively. 1696 and AB 1697, because we believe
tional plans. •
In each country we followed the same they will put into focus the discrimina•
Voted overwhelmingly to increase
Contory
class
character
Labor
of
the
plan. First, talks with the top union
dues from $4.50 to $5.00 per month,
people or the top leaders of the trans- trol Bills."
Stretched across the convention hall with an allocation of $4.75 to the genport unions. We discussed the problems
while
the delegates were acting was a eral fund and $.25 to the reserve fund.
facing the working people and the polThe action was referred to division
icies of the union movement in each huge banner with this slogan:
meetings for approval.
Knowlandism
out
the
"We
threw
country. Then we visited a major port
(Continued on Page 8)
to observe the unions on the job, and front door—
talked to men and women on the docks
and in the warehouses and factories.
Hours, wages and working conditions;
union structure and operation; the living conditions of the working people
and their future prospects—these were
The Territory of Hawaii was voted Jack W. Hall, ILWU regional director
the matters we discussed and observed.
And these are the things we are com- into statehood as The Dispatcher closed for Hawaii:
"Our heartiest congratulations to the
its forms. The US Senate acted March
petent to talk about on our return.
For example, in England we met with 11 and the House of Representatives officers and members of Local 142 now
Brother Frank Cousins; head Of the the following day.
that Hawaii has attained statehood.
million member strong Transport and
Imniediately twon .learning of the This occasion marks another resoundGeneral Workers' Union. Cousins is news, ILWU President Harry Bridges, ing victory •for our union and its
also head of the International Trans- Secretary-Treasurer Louis Goldblatt, friends and supporters in Hawaii and
port Federation. His union includes First Vice President J. R. Robertson elsewhere. The bringing of economic
workers in all transport (exctpt rails) and Second Vice President Germain democracy to Hawaii through the
(Continued on Page 2)
Bulcke dispatched this cablegram to ILWU and its contribution toward racial equality as well as to destroying
the old feudal grip on the islands was
Without doubt an important factor in
. the achievement of statehood.
"The enemies of statehood have alI wide the people of our country could enjoy low interest rates,
ways been the enemies of ILWU. Much
high wages, and low prices. 1 wish our people could enjory all of
remains to be done in the fight for
them. But that cannot happen -under the American private enterfuller economic and political democracy.
The elevation to statehood will bring
prise system of government, the American free system of governthose . goals 'closer. Our membership
ment.
everywhere joins in rejoicing' with all
(Tana to baet page for nomo of author)
the people of Hawaii."
,

ENE CANCE

In Le Havre

Local 6 Launches Crusade
To Stop Labor Control Bills

S

11..WU Hails Statehoo

Who Said If?

SACRAMENTO — A San Francisco
Assemblyman has given organized labor a chance to go on the offensive
against Gov. Edmund G. Brown's proposals for "responsible intervention" in
the affairs of unions.
Three bills introduced in the California Legislature by Assemblyman John
A. O'Connell (D-SF) have—to borrow
language from a resolution adopted at
the February 28 convention of ILWU
Local 6—"put in focus the,. discriminatory class character of the labor control
bills."
What O'Cohnell is proposing is that
corporations; business and professional
associations and corporate health, welfare and pension programs be required
to abide by they same rules regarding
meetings, elections and reporfs that
Brown seeks to impose on unions.
Michael Johnson and Nate DiBiasi,
the ILWU's Northern and Southern
California legislative representatives
here, report O'Connell's bills have
evoked an enthusiastic response among
a number of labor representatives, notably the Teamsters.
STOCKHOLDERS PROTECTED
"And we're backing them to the hilt,"
says Johnson.
The significance of O'C6nell's move
was largely overlooked by the press
when he introduced the first two bills
on February 26.
The basic bill in the O'Connell series
is AB 1697, designed to give stockholders and employes of corporations the
same "protection" that Gov. Brown
seeks to give unions in his so-called labor reform legislation.
"Because," said O'Connell, "I believe
firmly in the American principle of
equal protection of the laws I can see no
reason to discriminate against these
people by depriving them of the safeguards proposed for members of labor
organizations,"
The bill calls for annual financial
statements, regular meetings of stockholders (representing at least 51 percent of the voting stock), exclusion of
proxy votes, sets forth ground rules for
the election of officers and directors
and would require a referendum vote
of stockholders on all sach important
matters as mergers and stock splits.
They are not proposals likely to win
any kind of enthusiastic response from
the many business and corporation lobbyists here.
CORPORATE FRAUDS
O'Connell hinted broadly in a press
release that accompanied the introduction of the bills that corporations are
far more in need of this kind of regulation than are unions.
Ile noted the Department of Internal
Revenue has estimated more than $300
million was retained fraudulently by
corporations in connection with with..
holding taxes in one year.
"In these cases," he said, "the corporations withheld the money from the
employes and illegally retained it for
their own use. This form of embezzlement accounted for a loss of $10 million
in San Francisco and $21 million in Los
Angeles in 1957 alone."
Hundreds of millions of dollars are
lost annually to taxpayers, workers and
stockholders through these and other
flagrant abuses, O'Connell declared.
"The recent odious scandals in which
corporation officials admitted employing call girls on a full time basis are
only the rilost spectacular. Other mach,(Continued on Page 8)
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I STAND 4SQUARE
FOR HOME AND
MOTHERHOOD

By Harry Bridges
l'LL COT THE
EXECUTIVE PIE
AND GIVE YOU
MOPE DIVIDENDS

(Continued from Page 1)
and in all kinds of manufacturing, service trades, etc. Brother Tim
O'Leary, head of the Dockers Section of the TGWU, was on our
talks and helped arrange for our visits to the docks in London and
Liverpool. In addition, he arranged contacts for us in Hamburg,
Antwerp and Copenhagen. Both these men are powerful leaders in
the British labor movement and in the international labor movement as well. Both are Socialists and active in the British Labor
Party. Both did everything possible to help us understand British
workers and British unions today.
Other men and women with similar positions and influence
were our source of information in the other countries we visited.
As I have said, we balanced these discussions with direct observations on the docks and direct talks with working longshoremen, warehousemen, and workers in other crafts and trades.

ITTLE OF this—hardly a line--appeared in the press. Yet
without this picture no one could have a balanced idea of
what we were after on the trip and how we werft about it.
In every country we talked to people like ourselves, and about
problems similar to those of our own members. When we went
into a port we were watching operations with which we were
completely familiar. We weren't strangers or tourists. As a result, the whole trip had a set pattern. Although we moved fast,
we concentrated on the trade unions in each land and learned a
great deal in the field which is of most interest to our members.
Perhaps none of this is news as far as the commercial press
is concerned. That's a matter of their judgment. But the history
of the part of the world we visited is being made by the working
people—whether in France, Italy, Egypt or the USSR—and to
ignore this is simply to blind yourself to the facts.
We spent seven Weeks in Europe. In this time we visited London and Liverpool, England; Paris and LeHavre, France; Hamburg, West Germany; Antwerp, Belgium;' Rome and Genoa,
Italy; Athens and Piraeus, Greece; Cairo and Alexandria, Egypt;
Prague, Czechoslovakia; Moscow and Odessa, USSR; Copenhagen, Denmark; West and East Berlin; Tel Aviv, Haifa, and
Jerusalem, Israel; then London again.
We talked with trade union leaders of every persuasion: Catholic, Socialists, Social-Democrats, Communists. We talked with

L

OU'VE SEEN those big ads in the newspapers: something like,. "Who Owns Anemic
i;nterprises, Inc.?"
Well, it's widows and orphans, that's who.
And,, so, you just lay off this stuff about Anemic Enterprises upping prices to gouge for
profits because you are just depriving those
widows and orphans of their just due.
If it wasn't for Anemic Enterprises and similar corporations where would those poor widows and orphans be? They'd be shivering in the
the cold, that's where! And they wouldn't have
a bite to eat and they'd be begging on the
street. Good old 'Anemic 'Enterprises! Always
there to serve the people, especially widows and
orphans.
So' you just think twice brother • about how
much Anemic Enterprises charges you per shot
.of anemia. isn't it small when you think of what
it does for the widows and orphans?

Y

ONSIDER THE sacrifices made by corporate officers with only these salaries and
bonuses "earned" in 1957:
L. L. Colbert, president, Chrysler Corporation,
salary $250,900, bonus $238,000.
Harlow H. Curtice, president, General Motors
Corporation, salary $201,100, bonus $357,775.
Lucius D. Clay, chairman, Continental Can
Company, salary $108,000, bonus $42,000.
Thomas J. Watson, Jr., president, International Business Machines, salary $151,260,
bonus $131,325.
Eugene G. Grace, honorary (!) chairman,
Bethlehem Steel Company, salary $150,000,
bonus $469,036.
And many more similar.

C

in a big court fight between financial titarit'to
the effect that Bethlehem Steel Company went
four years without paying any dividends, while
at the same time its then president, Eugene
G. Grace, collected his generous salary plus
something like $670,000 in bonuses for each
of the four years! It took opposing lawyers two
days to get it into the court's record, because
it is just not the sort of thing coPporations report to their stockholders.

men and women with every diffe'rent point of view that extst.5 in

the European and Middle Eastern labor movement. We were
received hospitably by everyone, and we asked every possible
question we could. And they did their best to answer us.
,"MAC

X%,

THIS IS the framework of the trip. In addition, wherever we
I could in the rush of about four days in each place, we called
on the US Embassy, discussed our trip with officials there, and
questioned them about labor conditions, the union movement,
social conditions, etc.
All this we told the press. But all they printed were distortions
HAT GOES ON legally in the corporate of our observations on the union movement in just the Soviet
world outclasses in irnmov,ISy anything Union. We spent four days out of seven weeks in the Soviet
that goes on illegally in a few trade unions. stUnion. Our observations on unions in the Soviet Union--for
That is why we believe that the bill introduced what they're worth—only make sense within the whole report
in the California Assembly by Assemblyman of the entire trip.
John O'Connell to require democratic proThe fact iS that all over Western Europe we found the union
cedure by corporations (AB 1697) makes far movement primarily concerned with one problem—jobs. Unemmore sense than the class legislation proposed ployment and labor displacement by machines was the major
to regulate trade, unions.
issue with which the unions were grappling. Demonstrations,
The O'Connell bill would abolish proxy' Vot- strikes, violence, and gunfire—an of these were part of the scene
ing in corporations, require semi-annual meet- we saw and which the union people described to us. Workers
ings with 51 percent of the voting stock and their unions were fighting in every possible way for jobs.
represented, secret referendum election of of- This came first—even .before wages, hours and conditions.
British coal miners were marching on London to force the
ficers and directors and secret referendum vote
on all major issues. It would prohibit expendi- government from closing down mines. Italian electricar workers
ture of corporation funds for political purposes in Florence had seized a factory and called a city-wide general
unless a majority of the shareholders approved, strike to prevent it from being closed. The Greek unions were
require publication of quarterly corporate re- being strangled to death by the Greek government and the Crown
ports .and provide for recall of officers or because they wanted jobs and improvements, and some surcease
directors upon petition of shareholders repre- from the appalling poverty in that country. Belgian coal miners
senting at least 15 percent of the outstanding were throwing up barricades in the streets. French living standshares. Annual reports would have to include ards were being drastically cut by DeGaulle. •
These are facts. They are being reported and debated in the
detailed financial statements covering operapress all over Europe. They are facts our members and the
tions for the entire preceding year.
If the bill passes the widows aml orphans will American people should know about. Just as they should know
about the hard core of permanent unemployment we are develget their first big break.
oping in our country as the result of machine displacement in
Detroit, Chicago, Philadelphia and elsewhere. We must under. starfd, for example, that no British government could hope to
last overnight with the same proportion of unemployed as we
already have in the United States.

W
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(Deadline for next issue: March 23)
We remember in 1929 testimony brought out

isamitc_ Acs
ND IT IS also a fact, as we discovered, that in the Socialist world there is no such unemployment. Those countries
desperately want and need more workers and more machines.
We-said this to the press. It's true. It's important in understanding how things are developing in the capitalist and socialist
sectors of Europe, to recognize that people who need jobs can't
find them in one part of the world—and that jobs' are scarce
because of machines, while in the other there aren't enough
people to meet the needs of expanding production and consumption and more machines of every kind are wanted and welcomed.
We didn't say that conditions for working people and their
unions are all good under socialism and all hopeless under cap(Continued on Page 3)
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Building Trades Lobbyists Urge
Congress to Act on Jobs Problem
(Front The Dispatcher's Washington Office)

WASHINGTON, D. C.—Thirty-five
hundred building trades unionists, in
the first mass lobby of the current session, have buttonholed - Congress for
action on a six-Point program featuring
jobs and labor-management legislation.
Reporting back after two days on
Capitol Hill, the delegates, here from
all areas of the country, claimed that
the "atmosphere" was far better in relation to their program than in previous
years.
A tabulation of Senate interviews
was cited to show favorable Sentiment
for liberalization of the Davis-Bacon
Act, Federal aid for school construction, and expansion of Covernmentsupported housing programs — their
three main job-making proposals.
In addition, it was claimed that the

Senate was ready to pass the KennedyErvin reform bill with votes to spare
and that a near-majority favored overhaul of Taft-Hartley, including repeal
of Section 14 "(b), the provision authorizing State right-to-work laws.
On the latter issue, Representative
James Roosevelt, addressing the closing
session, told the unionists that if they
planned to fight for repeal of Section
14 (b), they should `.`clo it now."
Before making the rounds of Congressional offices, the building tradesmen heard AFL-CIO President George
Meany declare that removal of TaftHartley reforms from the Kennedy bill
would result in pressure from his organization to defeat the measure.
The Taft-Hartley changes, a comparatively minor section of the reform bill,
include provisions strongly supported

ILWU Local 53, longshoremen of Newport, Oregon, opened and dedicated
their new hall February 28. More than 200 people were present in the evening
to hear addresses by the mayor and other city officials and port commissioners.
Welcoming the new hall to the family of ILWU buildings was International
Representative James Fantz of Portland. Shown above in the dispatching
quarters are Earl Kasper, president of Local 53, John Maletta of Local 19,
Seattle, John Cady a member of Local 53, Travis Boone, secretary of the
local, and another member.

New Hall of Newport

Even Formosa Dislikes
Chiang Kai-shek Regime
NEW YORK—Not even the people of
Taiwan (Formosa) have any use for
Chiang Kai-shek, the New York Times'
reported March 1 from the aged dictator's island stronghold.
The story points out that the 8 million Taiwanese "are dominated politically and militarily by the 2 million
mainlanders who fled here with Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek- ten years

and _have little or no say in setting
policy or choosing our leaders. The fact
is, democracy has been stifled here. If
there is no democracy here how could
there ever be democracy on the mainland under the same administration?"

On The Beam
by Harry Bridges

Correspondent Greg MacGregor of
the Times said leading Taiwanese
(Continued from Page 2)
voiced these grievances when interviewed recently at a inconspicuous tea italism. This is obviously not true and
only a fool would make such a claim.
house:
"The secret police hold the Taiwan- Yet newspaper stories on our trip have
ese in a grip of fear and terrify those been carefully edited in order to give
who attempt to build up an opposition the impression that this was one of our
conclusions.
party.
There is a world of millions of people
"Court justice is weighted heavily in
favor of the Nationalists. The Justice outside the borders of our country,
Ministry controls both high and district which can't be understood by American
newspaper standards and editorial polcourts.
icy. It is the ,world of working people,
"Insurmountable pressure is brought
whether in Greece, Egypt, France or
to bear on voters by subtle threats and
the Soviet Union. And the facts of this
other methods. In districts where Govworld won't be changed by a snide reernment workers do not 'poll an 80'
mark
in Time or a distorted report from
percent majority for Nationalist candiEgypt, and the tissue of lies about the •
dates, investigations and discharges
USSR and what is being done.
follow.
We in the ILWU have a responsi"Pressure is constantly applied to
as unionists and as American
bility
recruit new Nationalist party members.
citizens to try to understand what is
Those in the business fraternity who
on and what our brother trade
resist find supplies hard to get, inspec- going
unionists in other lands have to say.
tions frequent and a number of other
As far as I'm concerned, the trade
growing problems that vanish when
unionists in the countries we visited
agreement is given.
"Administration has become bogged are more likely to tell the truth than
anyone else. So we went to them. And
in bureaucracy."
A Taiwanese businessman was quot- it was what we learned in this way
which we reported to the press.
ed as stating:
"We Taiwanese have been made to
One of the great claims to distinction
feel like slaves to the Nationalists. We of our country is supposed to be its
represent four-fifths of the population “free press." What baloney!

by the Building Trades. These amendments would legalize pre-hire contracts
covering construction jobs and authorize a union-shop requirement seven
days after hiring instead of the usual
thirty days.
Senator Kennedy has indicated that
if compelled to make a choice in order
to save his reform measure, he would
go along with growing pressure for a
two-step approach that would place all
Taft-Hartley changes in a separate bill.
Prior to Meany's statement on this
question, it was widely assumed here
that the AFL-CIO would "reluctantly"
accede to the dropping of Taft-Hartley
amendments from the Kennedy bill.
Meany's current stand is attributed by
some 'spokesmen to a general harden-ing of labor's attitude, particularly in
the ranks of the building trades, toward
restrictive legislation.
Another apparent shift in Meany's
attitude was noted in his sharp denunciation of the recently concluded
juke-box hearings of the McClellan
Committee. Meany charged that "the
involvement of labor was practically
nil," and that responsibility for Wrongdoing was traceable mainly to a breakdown of law enforcement at the State
and local levels.
The Building Trades,legislative program included the following:
1. Comprehensive revision of TaftHartley, including repeal of section 14
(b).
2. Modernization of the Davis-Bacon
Act, which covers payment of prevailing wages by firms handling Government construction projects.
3. Enactment of a broad housing bill
geared to construction of 2 million
homes .annually, plus elimination of
slums and redevelopment of urban
areas.
4. Approval of a billion dollar'airport
construction - program.
5. Passage of the Murray-Metcalf
aid-for-education bill, calling for $11.4
billion in Federal funds over a fouryear period to build needed classrooms
and raise teachers' salaries.

Auxiliary Gives
Nursing Award
ST. HELENS, Oregon—Winner of
the second nursing scholarship offered
by Auxiliary 27 is Saundra K. Johnson,
stepdaughter of Archie Wyland, vice
president of Local 68.
The scholarship plan, which covers
three years' tuition at an accredited
school of nursing, was started by the
auxiliary four years ago at the suggestion of Mrs. Grace Shipley, wife of
a Local 68 member and herself a nurse.
Longshoremen's daughters have preference; but if none qualify, then the
scholarship goes to some other high
school senior who wishes to take up
nursing, Mrs. Amy Larsen, president of
the auxiliary, explained.
The first winner, Dorothy Home,
graduated last year and is now a nurse
at the Columbia District Hospital here.
Miss Johnson, this year's winner, is
enrolled at the Good Samaritan Nursing School in Portland, and expects
soon to receive her cap and gown.

Bridges to Address
Commonwealthers
SAN FRANCISCO—ILWU President
Harry Bridges will speak on his recent
trip to Europe and the Middle East at
a luncheon meeting of the Commonwealth Club of San Francisco, Friday,
March 20.
During his 7-week tour, Bridges conferred with top labor leaders in England, France, Italy, Belgium, Egypt, Israel, Czechoslovakia, the Soviet Union
and other countries.
Bridges has been making preliminary
reports on his tour to local union meetings. A more detailed report will be
made at the international convention
starting April 6 in Seattle. Subsequently, a complete report on the tour
by Bridges and his administrative assistant, William Glazier, will be published.
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AFL-CIO Jobless
Parley April 8
(Front The Dispatcher's Washington Office)

WASHINGTON, D. C. — April 8
has been selected as the date for
AFL-CIO's compromise plan calling
for a one-day national "unemployment mass meeting."
The proposal for a conference was
approved by a recent Executive
Council session after Walter Reuther
had demanded a "March on Washington" and President George Meany
strongly opposed any such "militant
demonstrations" in the Nation's
Capital.
According to information disclosed
here, participants in the "mass meeting" will include officials and other
delegates, including members now
unemployed,from unions all over the
country. Some 5500 men and women
are expected to participate.
There will be no "march" of the
unemployed, no parade, and no mass
lobbying of Congress. Speechmaking
and resolutions will be the order of
the day — although it's whispered
that some delegates may slip away
on their own for talks with Congressmen.

Early Action
Set to Extend
Jobless Pay.
(Front Thr Dispatcher's Washington Offi<0

WASHINGTON, D. C.—House Democratic leaders, responding suddenly to
pressure, announced they would schedule early action on extension of the
Temporary Unemployment Compensation Act which expires April 1.
Majority Leader John McCormack
said he and Speaker Sam Rayburn had
been assured of hearings by the House
Ways and Means Committee, in time
for floor action by both chambers of
Congress before the Easter Recess, tentatively .scheduled to begin March 26.
McCormack's endorsement of extension of TUC followed a conference with
officers of the United Electrical, Radio
and Machine Workers (U.E., Ind.) in
which it was pointed out that close to
400,000 jobless would be deprived of
compensation benefits upon expiration
of the emergency legislation.
PRESSURE FROM MICHIGAN
Additional Pressure for Congressional action had come from the State
of Michigan where unemployment, despite substantial recovery in auto and
other industries, has remained at abnormally high levels.
The TUC measure, passed last year
when Congress refused to act on a
broader program of Federal standards
to modernize State unemployment compensation systems, provides for Federal
advances to finance an additional 50
percent of the benefit period under
which a jobless worker receives aid in
a State program.
TUC does not call for automatic supplements. A "states rights" optional
provision requires that each State must
request the Federal advance and promise to repay it. Most major industrial
States have participated in the program
since its adoption.
IKE'S STAND UNCLEAR
Attitude of the Administration on
TUC is as yet unclear. At a press conference, President Eisenhower virtually
ruled out its continuation, but the Administration, under the prodding of
Labor Secretary Mitchell, is now reported to be maneuvering for a short
extension.
As Congress moved to consider TUC,
liberal lawmakers warned it should
clearly be regarded as no more than a
stop-gap measure. They urged steppedup pressure for early hearings on the
Karsten - Machrowicz - Kennedy bill to
impose minimum Federal standards on
the amount and duration of jobless
benefits.

Oregon Jobless Get Benefits
SALEM, Oregon — Ten thousand
more Oregon workers will be eligible
for unemployment benefits if S. B. 169
—passed in the Senate a few days ago
—gets through the House and is signed
by the governor.
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Farm Issue
Snarls FEP
Bill in Sacto
- SACRAMENTO—California is probably going to get a Fair Employment
Practices law out of the current session
of the state Legislature, but the big
question at the moment is how Many
farm workers will be included.
The Labor Committee of the state
Senate voted 4-3 on March 9 to exclude
"domiciled" farm workers, and promptly got into an-argument over just what
a "domiciled" farm worker is.
Joe pieu, a peach grower from Stanislaus county who thinks farm workers
should be covered by FEP, asked ;he
chairman of the committee, Senator
Robert I. Montgomery (D-Hanford),IT
that could mean just workers who lived
In the main farm house.
CATHOLIC SPOKESMAN
1 The Associated Farmers didn't see
it that way and argued a "domiciled"
farm worker is any worker who lives
on the same ranch property where he
works.
All of which prompted Father John
McDonald of San Jose, a leader in the
Catholic Rural Life Conference, to ask
the Legislators why they didn't also
eliminate seamen "domiciled" in the
same fo'c'sle or lumber workers "domiciled" in the same company town.
The FEP bill (AB 91) to outlaw discrimination by employers or unions
bece.ase of race, religion or national
origin, is currently undergoing amendment before the Senate Labor Committee.
It is expected to reach the floor of
the state Senate by April 1, perhaps
before. The Assembly, which has already approved it, will have to concur
in Senate amendments.
EMPLOYER TACTICS
Employer interests who formerly opposed the measure outright have resorted nov to trying to cripple it by
amendment.
FEP supporters, including ILWU,
won a victory when the measure landed
in the Labor Committee instead of the
Governmental Efficiency Corn mitte e
but lost ground when the labor group,
after refusing twice to go for . total
elimination of farm workers, fell for
the "domiciled" approach advocated by
Montgomery.
When the debate was over Montgomery wasn't quite sure what "domiciled"
farm workers were.
But the Associated Farmers seemed
to have a pretty clear idea. In fact, it
, was Charles Gibbs, their lobbyist, who
'first introduced the word into the hearing.

Fishermen to Keep
Jobless Protection
SACRAMENTO — ILWU legislative
representatives Nate Di Biasi and Michael Johnson report the California
legislature will, in all likelihood, make
permanent the present temporary provision in the state unemployment insurance code that makes commercial
fishermen eligible for jobless pay when
they go out but don't catch any fish—
or not enough to make the trip worthwhile. A bill to this effect (SB 136)
has already passed the senate.
The ILWU is also pushing another
bill of concern to fishermen, (AB 21)
by Assemblyman Vincent Thomas (DSan Pedro) that would establish uniform state sardine season.
Johnson pointed out the bill would
end the present practice where Monterey fishermen, who take an extremely
small portion of the state catch, are
setting the price for the reason of the
industry because their season starts
earlier.
Legislature have been informed the
ILWU is "violently opposed" to a proposal (SB56-Murday) that would put
all commercial fishermen under the
jurisdiction of the state Fish and Game
Commission.

Painters Win 501/2 Cents
PORTLAND — Wage increases totaling 501/2 cents over a three-year
period have been negotiated by the
Painters Union, in a new contract covering most of this state.
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Pensi n Problems Discussed Foreclosure
Bill Gains
In Oregon

Puget Sound ILWU pensioners turned out en masse February 16 to hear
Henry Schmidt, pension fund director, discuss the pension program. Those
present asked many questions about the reserves in the fund, how many pensioners are receiving benefits, what the chances are of increasing pension
payments.

SALEM, Oregon, March 6—A "trust
deed" bill to enable banks and money
lenders to yank the homes out from
under jobless workers who are a few
mpnths behind in their mortgage payments has been introduced here, and
has already passed the Senate 23 to 5,
Ernest Baker,ILWU-CRDC representative, warns in his current legislative
letter.
Under the present law, "investors"
holding home mortgages must go to
court to fol'eclose, and the borrower has
a year after the court judgment to pay
up and redeem his property.
The trust deed bill allows foreclosure
to start four months after the borrower
falls behind in his payments, and he
would have to permit sale of his property without the -option of going to
court.
The bill was introduced by Ward
Cook, a Portland mortgage man, and
tile real estate lobby is pushing it. Similar legislation passed the 1957 session,
and was vetoed by Governor Holmes,
Baker wrote.

Local Hiring in
Alaska Urged

The 56 pensioners, who are members of ILWU Local 24 in Aberdeen, were
treated to a banquet February 15 by their local union. Seated around three
long banquet tables, they heard brief talks by pension fund Director Henry
Schmidt, area welfare Director Hazel Mori, local president Glen Curtis and
secretary Max Vekich.

Ores on Legislat rs Bagit
Memorial on China Trade
ST. HELENS, Ore.—Reports on the
legislature by two members of the labor lobby there, and by a representative
who is a member of the House Labor
& Industries committee featured the
March 8 meeting of the Columbia River
District Council.
The guest speakers included Representative Wayne Turner (D.-Columbia
County), and George Brown, AFL-CIO
political welfare director for Oregon.
The third report, given by CRDC-ILWU
representative Ernie Baker, was prefaced by comments on the labor lobby
by CRDC secretary, Kneeland Stranahan.
LABOR LOBBY PRAISED
Stranahan, who was in Salem last
week in furtherance of a memorial on
China trade described the labor lobby
as "one of the best and most effective
there." He praised the harmonious relations which exist among the labor
representatives in Salem, who include
spokesmen from the AFL-CIO state
council; the railway brotherhoods,
teamsters, and teachers union, as well
as ILWU.
Representative Turner, who belongs
to the paper makers' union, is one of
the signers of the China trade memorial, Baker said; as are several other
state representatives, and "all senators
from coast and inland ports."
The memorial was drafted by State
Senator Monroe Sweetland from Clackamas County. It was to be introduced
in the senate this week.
Brown, a former woodworker, discussed the labor lobby's problems
regarding legislation to liberalize
workmen's and unemployment compensation, before CRDC and auxiliary delegates, at a joint dinner meeting.
COMPENSATION BILLS PASSED
Workmen's compensation, he said,
established in 1913 and hamstrung by
"dollar limitations," no longer reflects

its original intent, which was to provide
the injured workmen with 50 percent of
the average weekly wage, more for
married workers. Labor is backing
three bills, one to "get the law back to
its original premise," and two others on
occupational diseases and aggravation
cases, and is opposing a fourth measure known as the "3-way insurance
bill."
During the meeting, the council:
1. Urged support for the KennedyKarsten bill to implement emergency
extension of unemployment benefits.
2. Backed US HR 451 liberalizing
the longshoremen's & harbor workers
act.
3. Congratulated Senator William
Proxmire of Wisconsin on his efforts to
introduce more democratic methods
into the Senate.
4. Took action favoring the ForrandMorse bill to extend hospital and medical coverage to recipients of social
_ security.
PORT FEDERATION MEETING .
Action was taken to implement the
council's interest in the meeting next
month in Coos Bay of the Oregon
Coastal Ports Federation, where, it has
been reported, China trade will be an
agenda topic.
Secretary Stranahan was instructed
to prepare a bulletin incorporating
facts and figures on China trade for
distribution to the port meeting.
Local 53 has instructed its member,
Tom Lashbaugh, who is also a member
of the Port of Newport Commission,
to attend the port conclave, it was reported; and Bert Pohl, a member of
Local 50 who serves on the Astoria
Port Commission also is going.
Representatives of Local 12 were requested to represent the council at the
meeting.
The next council session will be in
Vancouver on May 3.

SAN FRANCISCO—International officers of ILWU are backing up Alaska
locals in their efforts to encourage hiring of local labor in the 49th state.
As a first step in this direction, Local
60 in Seward and other ILWU locals are
getting behind HB 16 in the Alaska
legislature. The bill creates a governor's
Committee on Local Hire which will
investigate the problem of local versus
imported labor in Alaska.
In a letter to state representative
William M. Ervin of Seward, International Second Vice President Germain
Bulcke declared that "the international
union joins the locals in requesting your
assistance in support of the proposed
bill."
"The members of the ILWU in
Alaska are wholeheartedly in favor of
the enactment of this bill," Bulcke
"They feel that it would be beneficial
to the residents of Alaska, and particularly the workers."

Local 26 Installs
New Committees
LOS ANGELES — ILWU Local 26
members liave elected and installed
members of the standing committees of
the local.
• They are: Legislative Committee:
Paul Perlin, Torn Chapman, Art Haendle, Lloyd Weinberg, Art Czarapata and
Stewart Sampson.
New Members Committee: Bob Barry,
George Lee, Ed‘Benson and Hy Orkin,
Attendance Credits: Sam Allen,
Adrian Grandidier and Henry Tyson.
Publicity and Education: Neal Pettibone, Margaret Anderson, Lou Sherman, A. J. Gobert, Bebe Jones, J. M.
Howard, Irving Feldman and John Lee.

Disabling Job
Injuries Decline
(Front The Dispatcher's Washington Office)

WASHINGTON, D.C.—Disabling job
injuries among American workers totaled 1,810,000 during 1958—the lowest
level since 1939--according to preliminary estimates compiled by the U.S. Department of Labor's Bureau of Labor
Statistics. Deaths from work injuries
declined to 13,300, the lowest total in
the Bureau's 23-year series.
Although lower employment and
shorter hours of work in 1958 contributed to the decline in deaths and injuries, there was also a decrease in the
rate of injury Occurrence—to the lowest level on record.
Greatest real estate bargain in history was the purchase of Alaska in 1867
for $7.2 million-,--just 2 cents an acre.
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Gains in Pine Climax Long History of Struggle
HONOLULU—The stride forward of
the more than 7,000 ILWU pineapple
workers in Hawaii, members of Local
142, which was made February 15 when
agreement was reached just before a
strike deadline, had behind it the power
developed by a sometimes stormy history of struggle. Added, too, was a high
degree of unity and determination—a
full head of steam.
The workers won a dues shop and
other significant gains. (See The Dispatcher, February 28.)
Pineapple workers started flocking
into the ILWU at the close of the war
in 1945. They had low wages and feudal
conditions on the isolated plantations
and in the canneries. Men earned less
than 70 cents an hour and women less
than 60—as against the union wages
now prevailing, which range from $1.37
an hour for Grade I to $2.36 an hour
for Grade VI.
In NLRB elections in the canneries,
the ILWU swept near unanimous majorities everywhere.
LITTLE WAGNER ACT
Organization of field workers was
spurred by passage of a little Wagner
Act, which went into effect on July 1,
1945, and assured them the right to organize. The employers, impressed by
the NLRB elections in the canneries
and having experienced the success of
the sugar workers, agreed to recognize
the field workers without elections.
In June 1946, after six months of
continuous negotiation, the Hawaiian
Pineapple Company, Ltd., the world's
largest canner, and the entire pineapple
industry entered into collective bargaining agreements with ILWU.
Gains scored in that historic agreement included a general 10 cent an
hour wage increase with retroactivity
back to January 1, a job classification
system providing additional increases
ranging from 1 to 42 cents an hour,
paid vacations, elimination of chaotic,
personalized wage rate systems in the
industry, grievance machinery, seniority, paid holidays and other standard
ILWU agreement provisions.
In 1947 the industry embarked upon
an attempt to break the union spirit.
It refused to bargain seriously, turned
down wage demands and terminated the
contract. It engaged in guerrilla warfare against the workers, picking company by company weak spots to beat
the workers down. It asked for a twohour recess in negotiations, and instead
of returning to the bargaining table,
locked the union out.
LOCKOUT DEFEATED
Despite gunfire, injunctions, police
protection of scabs and clubbing of
pickets the lockout was defeated, and
after five days the workers returned to
their jobs and negotiations resumed.
The new contract provided another 10
cents an hour across-the-board increase
and classification adjustments.
In 1951 the pineapple workers had to
fight for their union again in the longest major strike in Hawaii's history. A
200 day strike on Lanai against the
Hawaiian Pineapple Company resulted
in a total pay increase of 15 cents an
hour. The company and six other pine-

Agreement, reached in Honolulu on
Shown initialling the 1959 Pineapple Memorandum of
(partially hidden) stenographer
Mattos,
W.
Queja,
o
Primitiv
right,
to
left
February 15, are,
a Arakawa, ILWU Regional
Toshitak
i,
Murakam
t, Masami
Betty Watanabe, ILWU Secretary-Treasurer Louis Goldblat
and Shiro Hokama, chairman of
Samson,
ine
Constant
t
Presiden
Vice
142
Local
him
Director Jack W. Hall, just above
Antonio Rania of Local 142 and Kauai Pine Company Manager
the negotiating committee, Robert McElrath, President
Wayne Gregg.

Victory in Pine

Mine-Mill Seeks to Free Leader
From Alabama Work Gang

apple concerns signed an industry-wide
agreement with ILWU.
At a victory luau held a • week
after the settlement, more than three
thousand. strikers and their families
SAN FRANCISCO—Whether Asbury
celebrated. Because of the'racial composition of the Lanai work force the Howard will be released from an Ala-*
bama work gang in time to attend the
banquet tables included Japanese and
Filipino delicacies as well as the tradi- convention of the International Union
tional Hawaiian food--Kalua Pig, Poi, of Mine, Mill and Smelter Workers
Sweet Potatoes; Raw Fish and Lomi starting Monday, March 16, is one of
the big issues confronting delegates as
Lomi Salmon.
In 1954 Local 142 signed a new agree- they started arriving here.
Howard, Mine - Mill's eastern vice
ment for the pineapple workers. A
package deal provided for increases of president and one of the nation's leading Negro trade unionists, was conapproximately ten cents an hour.
• Summing up a decade of progress victed to six months on. a Bessemer,
and struggle in 1955, Local 142 said: Ala., work gang because he ordered
"Almost everyone who has worked 'painting of ,a sign urging Negro citisince 1945 has had a total wage increase
of at least 50 cents an hour since 1945."
Other gains noted by the local during
the ten years of union organization included overtime pay, call-in time, seniority, rate protection, no discriminaNORTH BEND, Oregon--Formal aption, vacations, severance, night work
plication for an ILWU auxiliary charter
paid
es,
procedur
premium, grievance
was received from 30 women in Olymholidays, a medical plan and stabilizapia, Washington, on February 6, Valerie
tion of work conditions in the industry. Taylor, president of the ILWU Fednt
In 1957 a new three-year agreeme
erated Auxiliaries reports.
was negotiated providing for a total of
Mrs. Taylor said 'cars of auxiliary
s
increase
11 cents in across-the-board
from Aberdeen drove over rewomen
as well as other major gains. Among cently to assist the group in getting
,the biggest benefits was institution of started. The visiting delegation rea uniform pension agreement for reg- ported much enthusiasm being shown
ular employees for the first time in the in building this newest auxiliary.
pineaprile industry.
This brings the Federation up to 27
As the 1959 negotiations began, Ha- auxiliaries before con vent ion time.
waii employers again hung tough—and
Eight of these are located in Washinga strike seemed imminent. But again ton. Joanne Hudson of Olympia, helped
the solidarity of the pineapple workers, organize the new auxiliary.
Local 142 and the entire international
won out.
Throughout the long march upward, Burton Amending
the pineapple workers were always able' Bill on Jury Pay
to bank on support from the internaSACRAMENTO—A proposal by Astional and the frequent participation of semblyman Phillip Burton (D-SF) that
President Harry Bridges and Secretarywould require all workers to be given
Treasurer Louis Goldblatt in negotia- time off without loss of pay for jury
tions.
duty is undergoing amendment before
•
the Legislature in hope of keeping the
proposal alive.
Burton is amending his bill (AB 443)
to limit to employers of five or more
workers and to insert a time limit on
period the employer would be rethe
The main provisions of the first bill,
SALEM, Oregon — The house susto keep up the pay.
quired
(1) State control
pended its rules last week to repeal HB 471, include:
No
(2)
ry,
machine
the states' infamous anti-picketing law. over union election
financial contributions in election corn- Local 26 Credit Union
The vote was 34 to 24.
of annual reThe repeal bill, which originated in paigns, and (3) Filing
Declares Dividend
reports, with
l
financia
sevg
ports,
includin
body
that
the Senate and passed
LOS ANGELES—A 4 per cent divioner.
eral weeks ago, is now on Governor the state labor coMmissi
was voted by the annual sharedend
The second bill, SB 369, provides for
Hatfield's desk for signature, and he
meeting of the ILWU Local 26
holders
certification elections after 12 months Credit Union.
has indicated he will srgn it.
,' emBut the ayes on the repeal bill had upon the call of any employer
New hours for the credit committee
ng a
scarcely died away, when the bills' op- ploye or other labor group (includi
will
be from 5:30 to 8:30 p.m. on
union
ponents—supporters of the picket ban company union). Even if the
ays, to serve members who
Wednesd
proposed law
in both houses — were pushing two wins the election, the
want to come straight from their jobs.
or
employe
brand new measures to gut labor, specifies the disgruntled
Regular office hours are Tuesday, 9
have the
Ernest Baker, ILWU-CRDC represent- group of employes "shall
to 4:30; Wednesday, 9 to 3 and 5:30 to
right to present grievances" on their 8:30, and Thursday, 9 to 4:30,
ative, charged here.
own—outside the union.
11
ng
471,
containi
These are HB
"These bills are a good example of
pages of restrictions on unions, under
Every year about 6,000 qualified
shotgun approach to labor relathe
ng
prac"corrupt
preventi
the guise of
ns and citizens of other counAmerica
the
show
"and
Baker
said,
tions,"
tices and financial irregularities," and
part in the Fulbright internatake
tries
talk
this
SB 369, which Baker describes as a smokescreen nature of all
tional scholarship program financed by
democ'union
and
ion'
about
'corrupt
of
bill,
inviting
type
"right to work
the US government,
racy.'"
court actions against labor."

Oregon Repeals Picket Ban,
But New Labor Curbs Loom

Olympia Women
Start Auxiliary

zens to register and vote. He was subsequently beaten up by a gang of 40
white men on the courthouse steps in
Bessemer.
Bail pending appeal was denied by
local judges, and he was hustled off to
jail, but defense lawyers have been trying a new series of moves designed to
free Howard while his case is taken to
the higher courts. Union officials were
hopeful that he might still make it before the convention closes.
Howard's jailing has aroused national
protest. The American Civil Liberties
Union called on the Department of Justice to investigate the beating of Howard and to "take all steps necessary to
see that the offenders are properly and
promptly dealt with."
Mine-Mill leaders have also been assured that the civil rights committee of
the national AFL-CIO will take action
to protest the Case to US officials.

Mine-Mill eet
In SF; Bridges
Main Speaker
SAN FRANCISCO—ILWU President
Harry Bridges will be the featured
speaker when the 54th convention of
the International Union of Mine, Mill
and Smelter Workers is held in San
Francisco's Bellevue hotel, March 16
through 21. Bridges will speak on Tuesday morning, March 17.
The convention will mark Mine-Mill's
66th anniversary. The union is the successor to the historic Western Federation of Miners and represents miners
and other workers in the non-ferrous
metals industry. International officers
are John Clark, president; Asbury Howard and Orville Larson, vice-presidents,
and Albert Pezzati, secretary-treasurer.
The union's headquarters is in Denver.
Another -l'ILWU event" at the convention will be a delegates' tour of the
new Memorial building during the 4 pm
dispatch on Tuesday.
Chief business of the convention will
be the formulation of a bargaining program for this year's negotiations. The
-union's three-year agreements with major sections of the industry expire June
30.. Unemployment, speedup, job elhnination, and constitutional amendments
also will occupy much of the delegates'
time.
A powerful political force in the
Rocky Mountain states, Mine-Mill's legislative program is expected to be one
of the key resolutions before the anticipated 250 delegates.
The annual convention banquet will
be held Thursday evening, March 19,
when ILWU leaders will be guests.
The union elects its officers and executive board by referendum. Nominations will be made at the convention.
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MORVIII E REPO TS FROM I
By

Czechoslovakia
HE ONLY way to try to understand how unions
in other lands operate is to approach them with
an open mind, and without pre-judgment or prejudice. American unionists who go abroad looking for
unions like ours or for policies like those with which
we are familiar are bound to be disappointed or confused.
It is pointless t'o lay down American standards, or
values and to measure the performance of foreign
unions by these standards.
On the other hand one rule is common everywhere
—unions are supposed to be workers' bodies _concerned with advancing the welfare of their members.
Yet even here there can, and are, differences of opinion as to what the members' welfare is in any given
situation, as we in the ILWU well know. And there
can equally be differences of opinion in regard to
whether or not the union is in fact doing the best
possible job for the members in the given circumstances.
In every single European country, from England
eastward the dock unions, for example, were so deeply
involved in their nation's economy—and in each country the economic situation seemed to be so delicately
balanced—that considerations which American unions
never even think about were brought into play in
setting union policies. There is no point in deciding
that this is good -or bad; it's simply a fact about the
way these unions operate. Condemning or praising is
of no account. In fact, we'll have done a great deal
for ourselves and our union if we simply understand
how these foreign unionists think and what they believe without trying to pass judgment as well.
We kept this in mind throughout the trip. In Egypt,
for example, the leaders of the Egyptian Federation
of Labor and of the Arab Confederation of Labor
made no bones about the fact they they had voluntarily foregone the right to strike because they, believed that the interests of their members—and of the
whole country—were better served by rising production than by strikes which might improve the lot of
one group of workers over that of the rest of the
people.

T

American Methods Don't
Apply Everywhere
HIS IS what they believe and this is a keystone
of their union operations at present. In addition,
of course, as we have already reported they are trying
to build a new labor movement strong enough to stand
on its own feet and play an independent role in Egypt.
Assuming for a moment that the emergency situation in Egypt today—much like the wartime conditions in the USA—is best served by not striking. Still
this doesn't prove that the rank and file of the labor
movement fully understand or, if given a, chance,
would agree to a no-strike policy and to a policy of
sacrifice. Only time will answer this.
For example, the head man of a group of ragged,

T

any Bridges

barefooted dockers in Alexandria insisted that "we
are satisfied." These village workers who move down
froth the back country seasonally to work on the docks
belonged to no union and have no voice in any of their
conditions of work. And even as their leader was repeating how "satisfied" they all Were men in the back
ranks.were shaking their heads and turning their
thumbs down.
We can't forget that backward countries or countries desperately trying to Industrialize see no benefits
or advantages'in imitating American methods or in
building American type trade unions. These are ^luxuries" Otey can't afford, in the same way that trying
to imitate the American economic system is too expensive for them—and it won't work either.
The Czech unionists, citizens of a society which is
quite different from Egypt, Western Europe or the
United States, argued that.there was no need to strike,
as well as that strikes were not the most beneficial
way to advance the interest of the rank and file. In
the discussions with the leaders of the Czech transport union this matter of work stoppages came up on
several occasions. Not only did they dispose of it along
the lines of the Egyptian leaders, but they argued in
addition that their power as unions was so great that
they were able to bring force to 'bear and win concessions without striking.

Workers'Conditions
Substantially Improved ,
hiOW THERE is no denying that the lot of the
Czech workers is improving. Whether it could
have improved more rapidly,or in other directions if
the unions had pursued, other policies, as some critics
claim is another question. But within the framework
of their methods they can show substantial gains and
benefits in wages, hours, conditions, medical care,
housing, etc.
Most. important the chain of economic crisis and
unemployment which we had met everywhere on the
trip was finally broken in Czechoslovakia. There were
no unemployed here: And'workers iithijlaeed bY machines were not "redundant" but urgently needed for
other employment. In Czechoslovakia there was a
shortage of both manpower and new machines, not
a surplus.
Because- shortage of men was the main, bottleneck
in production transfers from job to job Were restricted. Czech workers do not have the freedom of
changing jobs at will. Nor, for that matter, do they
'enjoy the "freedom" of working or not at the will of
the boss. Everyone is guaranteed a job—which brings
an equal responsibility to hold the job and to work
at it.
Union membership is not compulsory. A machine
tool plant we visited outside of Prague, for example,
had quite a few non-union employees on the job.''
The general rule is for the wages, hours and conditions in a plant to be negotiated and agreed to

Oite
Bridges observing a dischrge operation at -the port of Genoa,
the Genoese Dockers' Union 'leaders (GIL).

'y, and to his left, Dino Carigliane, one of

annually at the same time that the production norms
and the output for the next year are settled. Both
sets of negotiations go on simultaneously and must be
settled before the plan can move ahead.
These are of course merely the skeletons of the
negotiations. The give and take, the compromises and
the concessions, the gains and the setbacks—these
can only be understood by someone thoroughly familiar with the background of each particular set of
negotiations. In the brief time we spent studying and
observing unions operating under socialist conditions
there was not, of course, any way to make any judgment about what the outcome of plant or industrywide negotiations between union and management
would have been had other policies been followed.

General Committee of 90
Runs Transport Union
The transport workers union, with whom the,Fzech
discussions took place, consists of workers employed
in railroad, communications and road and river transport (including barge and dock workers). The union
in its present form is only one year old and was
formed as the result of the merger of the separate
bodies in 1958. With 450,000 members it is one of the
smaller unions in the Czech Federation of Labor.
The all-over direction of the union is in the hands
of a General Committee of 90 who are elected by
secret ballot at the biennial convention; the convention
delegates are also elected by secret ballot as well. The
General Committee in turn elects an executive of

Kasfeel De Steere, 'one of the pensioners' homes ,
owned and operated by the Belgian Transport Workers' Union. It is located not far from Antwerp in an
idyllic park setting and is one of the union's proud
possessions.
thirteen of Whom four officers (a chairman,,two deputies and a secretary) are full time officials.
More interesting to us than the structure of the
unions were their functioning and operating on-thejob. This we had a chance to observe in a visit to a
machine tool factory where lengthy discussions with
both union and management took place.
The union officials insisted that, like us, they considered that their first responsibility was to look after
the Welfare of the members. In this, they said,
Czech unions differed little from the ILWU or other
American unions. However, they added, union responsibility under apsocialist society extends to production
as well.
Since there is not private ownership and all enterprises are publicly owned the unions are concerned
in seeing to it that all the agreed upon production
plans are Carried throvh. This too, they believe, is
part of advancing the welfare of the rank and file
since without increased output there can be no improvements in living standards.
When' we questioned them about differences and
disagreements between workers and management they
stated that most differences were compromised
the process of reaching agreement on the next year's
program. Our observation that this seemed'a little too
pat and easy brought the reply that it certainly
wasn't easy at all. They said they felt their main job
was to get more workers involved in the preliminary
discussions and more different points-of-view brought
on the floor of meetings so that differences could be '
argued out and settled before they became deepseated grievances.
We had seen in Great Britain that simply because
an industry was nationalized or publicly owned was
no reason for expecting that it would treat its employees better than any other employer did. In the
last four years two of the largest and toughest strikes
fought by the British workers took place in nationalized industries and were, in effect, strikes against
the government. Actually the Tory government has
used every means to resist wage increases and
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provements in the nationalized industries in the hope
that this would set an example for private industry
to follow.
The Czech trade unionists conceded that this kind
of a union policy made sense in England but not in
a country in which all of industry had been taken
away from private owners.

Some Danger Seen
In Planned Economy
IN OUR visit to the US Embassy in Prague we
learned that one of the main issues agitating the
Czech labor movement was the matter of setting Up
new wage schedules and new production norms. The
Czech unionists, in later discussions readily agreed.
Production norms had not been changed for some
years despite changes in production method, new
machinery, etc.
One of the dangers in a top-directed planned economy is that there will be too little initiative or responsibility left for the management or the union
at the plant level. This can result in wage structures
and production norms which are completely unrealistic. So some workers are making substantial bonuses
for over production with little effort—while other
workers are breaking their backs to make their base
pay.
Once these kinds of disproportions develop and
exist for awhile it becomes one mean job to chan•ge
them. Too many people have a vested interest in
things as they are including the worker who
has an easy touch and the plant manager who can
meet his production goal a lot easier than the top
planners realize.
There are many other unique aspects of union operations under a socialist society including such
matters as the administration of all social security
benefits, housing, child care and many other matters
by the unioh ; these will be discussed at length in
the full report to the membership on the trip.
These have been only preliminary observations of
some of the more striking features of the Czech unions
and sane explanation of the difference between these
and American unions.

keeping
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USSR
HE ENTIRE visit to the USSR covered only four
days, and one of these was a Sunday on which
little work was done. Nevertheless the other days
were full of discussions and questioning of both top
trade union officials and officials of th'e Sea and River
Transport Workers' Unicin, which includes longshoremen and warehousemen employed in the dock areas.
Our complete impressions of the role and structure'
of the Soviet trade unions will be developed in our
full report on the trip. Meanwhile this first impression report will be concerned primarily
Odessa to observe longshore operations and to get
some idea of how the union functioned at the work
level.
Needless to say, the Russian trade union officials
thought we were joking when we said we could stay
only four days. But after we convinced them that our
schedule was set and that we were leaving for Copenhagen on the middle of the week they did everything
they could to'show and explain as much as possible.
We left Moscow at 3 am one morning on an old two
motor plane that took off in one leap without any
preliminary motor warm-up or warnings about tightening seat-belts,,etc. By 7:30 we were in Odessa, one
of the major SoViet ports, and spent the rest .of the
day in sessions with the union leaders, port management and watching operations on the port Late that
night we flew back to Moscow.
Less than fifteen years ago Odessa was a completely destroyed city. The German invasion swept
over the city, the Russian counter-attack later retook it. Before the war was over Odessa and all the
port facilities were practically reduced to rubble'. You
can't forget this fact when you look at'the city today
or talk to the workers on the job.

T

to

with our trip

the US Embassy in Moscow, he had told us that it
was intended to have these committees play a major
role as the result of the decentralization of industry
now going on in the USSR. With local management
getting greater responsibility and a greater leeway
for making decisions, local unions were also being
called upon to show more initiative and responsibility
on this -level.
According to the American observers in the US
Embassy Soviet union responsibilities in the past had
been largely directed at such matters as premiums
for over-production, vacations, social security, housing, etc. The new production committees were opening
up a whole new area of union'responsibility. It is no
secret that the American experts are skeptical about
the ability of the Soviet unions to take on the task
of "policing management" and exercising a veto in
many areas which, in the past, have been management's exclusive prerogative.
How would this work out in a port like Odessa?
.Every different kind of cargo going in and out
of the port has a set production norm, including,a
manning
and variations for different conditions
Such as
of the vessel, gear being used, weather,
etc. In Odessa alone there are about 1000 such norms.
The men all receive a base pay for the shift and the
bonus they have made
entire
up
for production over the norm. On the average, production per shift runs between 15 and 20 percent over
the norm.
With the norms set and the wages, hours and conditions set at the beginning of the year the union's
task on the job is concerned in the first place in.
settling differences over exactly what conditions the,
cargo is in, what rate should apply, etc., etc. No matter how detailed a contract is written up, and no
matter how precise the description and rates are, in
cargo handling, new conditions—or what the men insist are new conditions—are always coming up. This
is as true in Odessa as it is in Long Beach or Liverpool.
The rub comes in such a system when new equipintroduced and
ment or new methods
proposes changes in gang size, rates, or conditions
which the union is not prepared to accept. Under these
circumstances it becomes a matter for the production
committee to hammer out.
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How the Unions
Settle Their Beefs
A .specific example mentioned was a recent beef
over loading gravel. It was going into some very old
coastal freighters with narrow hatch openings and
the port management decided that it was too difficult or too expensive to do the job .by machinery.
The longshoremen were ordered to use wheelbarrows
and to the load the ship the old-fashioned, hard way.
They protested. And they refused to accept the deal
even with a higher bonus. The final outcome was that
the management figured out a way to make it a bulk
loading operation
the wheelbarrows were never
used.
We told the dock workers' chairman that from our
point-of-view, there was something wrong with any
union which never said "no" to management. Ile
smiled in agreement, shrugged his shoulders and said,
"Of course, how else?"
gOn the job women workers were quite numerous.
But they weren't employed in the hold or in lifting
cargo on the docks. Women operated cranes, lift jitneys and other equipment. In addition, all of the
clerks were women. In the Soviet Union maritime
clerks are women and—following the custom of most
European countries—clerks are paid less than longshoremen.
Incidentally, the younger women clerks were all
putting in time on the job in order to improve their
chances for getting into a university; in the Soviet
Union priority ctn higher education is given to applicants with work experience and a trade union recommendation.
Shoreside cranes, rather than ships' gear handled
the loads; and, by American standards, the loads
Despite the modern machinery that
were heavy
was much in evidence the dockers in the hold and on
the quay were working hard and manhandling the

and

ones.

Dock Union Leader
Lists Responsibilities
HE CHAIRMAN of the dock workers committee
listed his responsibilities in this way—work out
the collective bargaining agreement, participate in
the settlement of production problems, safety, planning with management on the introduction of new
methods and new machines, and planning in regard
to the future expansion and developrnent of the port.
In addition the union representative is the chairman
of what is knOwn as the "permanent production consultative committee." This is a committee which not
only represents all of the trades and crafts in any
enterprise but has management representation as
well; the decisions of this committee are obligatory
•
on management.
In our discussions with the Economic Secretary at
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Modern container operation in the port of London.
These operations are still fairly insignificant in London
and the continental ports.

was

no
general cargo, case goods, etc. Bulk loading
different from what we are accustomed to in the
states.
How to measure the incomes and standard of living
of Odessa longshoremen? It's pointless to compare
US longshoremen and -Slaviet in dollar terms. Or even
in terms of hoVv many hours each has to work to
purchase the same thing.
Moreover, quite apart from the details and the statistics, it is obvious on the face that the longshoremen
of the ILWU live better and have an absolute standard of living higher than Soviet workers of the same
class. On the other hand we'd be missing the point
if we thought that their aim is to duplicate American
standards. There is no reason to think that unless
they live as we do that their standards are not as good.
What the Odessa dockers wanted us to understand
was just their background—the war destruction and
the tremendous sacrifices they have had to make to
reach where they are now. And second what their
goals were and how they planned to reach them. They
made no comparisons with American long§horemen;
instead they compared their present lot with their
own past, and we were impressed, as every other
visitor to their land is impressed.
It was interesting to discover that Soviet dockers
average about as much in wages as skilled machine
workers in their land. They made more than construction workers but less than coal miners underground or
steel workers who work at the furnaces.

Enormous Increase
Planned in Output
VER THE next period of time in which an enormous increase in Soviet production is being
planned it is expected that the traffic in and out of
the ports will grow proportionately. However, it is
their plan not to increase the number of longshoremen
but to handle the greater work load by more machines
and equipment.
At the present time they estimate that about 55
percent of all cargo handling (including bulk) is
mechanized; at the end of the next seven years this
will be raised to 70 percent.
Finally, overtime work is not permitted unless a
ship is preparing to leave and then only a maximum
of two hours of overtime on any one shift. No worker
is permitted to put in over 10 hours of overtime work
in any one month. The port manager of Odessa had
recently been fined for ordering-overtime work under
conditions where, it was later proved, it was not 'lee.
essary.
Getting back to our original point—that we should
try to understand and not to judge—the whole mat-•
ter of comparisons between dock workers in both
countries is, endlessly complex. How do you compare.
living standards when one worker pays for medical
costs; or vacations, or higher education for his children and the other does not? And who is able to judge
the quality of medical care and education? And what
American longshoreman is ready to work under an
incentive scheme, no matter how much more he might
make?
We will have more to say_ about unionism under
socialism in the full report. Meanwhile, this summary
of .first impressions makes some of the problems,
of the achievements
clear.
There is no greater need than for more unionists,
and especially rank and file workers, to travel to this
part of the world and see for themselves. The more
knowledge and information Americans have about
what's going on outside the borders of our country
the better we can live in the changing world of which
wer are but one part.

O

some
what more

afea

The dockers assembly
in the port of Le Havre,
France. Most European longshoremen travel' to and
from the docks on bikes or light motor bikes. The
shoreside cranes of the port can be seen in the
background.

and the perspective,some-
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500 at Local 6 Convention Launch Crusa.de
To Stop 'Discriminatory' Labor Control Bills
(Continued from page 1)
* Accepted the 10-point program on
general perspectives submitted by Local 6 President Charles Duarte, and
backed it up by voting to strengthen
the union's organization, to improve
servicing of the membership and to

ILWU Secretary-Treasurer Louis
Goldblatt supported the resolution denouncing the Brown labor bill and
argued for support of the O'Connell
bills to bring democracy to corporations and medical and bar associa, tions.

der the bills less objectionable by a
process of amendment.
The O'Connell approach challenges
the premise of the labor-reform legislation by suggesting the regulations were
intended for but one class.
• Adopted a peace resolution, pledging
the local to "work with all organizations that seek peace, disarmament,
elimination of bombs and bomb testing.
• Recommended pressure on state senators for an effective FEP along with
other steps to combat discrimination on
the job including strict enforcement of
union contract provisions on this point
and cooperation with the Negro community on the job bias problem.
THEY LISTENED POLITELY
Before voting to condemn the labor
control bills, the delegates politely listened to Lieutenant Governor Glenn
Anderson defend the bills on behalf of
the Brown administration.
Later they roared approval as Louis
Goldblatt, In tern a ti on al SecretaryTreasurer, and Richard Lynden, secretary of Local 6, condemned the Brown
bills as "discriminatory" and "hypocritical."

increase participation by Local 6 in
community and political affaics.
•Passed a resolution on mechanization,
including a program designed to assure
"the fruits of labor-saving" to the membership.

O'Connell Bills
Highlight Bias
Against Labor

Noting that labor had. played a key
role in defeating Senator William F.
Knowland and electing the ,Brown administration, the convention resolution
said that "most rank and file members
of organized labor view the so-called
labor control bills with amazement and
indignation."
"After using labor to the hilt," the
resolution said, "it is quite a trick to
then reduce its organizations to secondclass citizenship, to smear its leaders
as crooks and scum, and to single out
its weaknesses and failings for special,
discriminatory legislative treatment,"
CORPORATE CORRUPTION CITED
Denying that "corruption is rife in
the labor movement," the resolution
added: •
"ILWU and Local 6 do not need to be

Local 6 Secretary-Treasurer Richard
Lynden presented the budget.

(Continued from Page 1)
inations by which the taxpayer and
stockholder are divested of millions of.
dollars are equally culpable, if less
newsworthy."
O'Connell's idea is to "end these
abuses by extending to corporations the
same regulatory safeguards recommended by Gov. Brown for labor union
regulation. Obviously, the need is
equally pressing in this area."
CONFLICT OF INTEREST PROBLEM
In addition to the requirements about
meetings, proxies, and votes, AB 1697
would require corporations doing business in California but incorporated
elsewhere to prepare special reports
covering California operations for the
use of California stockholders.
To solve the conflict-of-interest problem that has cropped up so frequently
of late, the bill would require each corLieutenant governor Glenn Anderporate officer to file an annual report
listing all personal stock purchases and son of California made a pitch for the
sales as well as any remuneration re- administration's legislative program,
ceived from any other firm, body or including the Brown labor bill.
association.
In addition, O'Connell managed to
propose without cracking a smile, that
51 percent of the shareholders of a corporation must approve any corporate
expenditure for political purposes.
One companion bill is AB 1696. This
would extend to all organizations of
businesses and professions licensed under the Business and Professions Code
(there are hundreds) similar type of
regulation.
AFL-CIO CAUTIOUS
To these sweeping proposals O'Connell added on March 2 a bill (AB 1767)
that would repeal the present ReesDoyle Health and Welfare Program Supervision Act of 1957 and substitute for
all health, welfare and pension programs the type of regulation envisioned
for corporations in AB 1697.
whole approach of the O'Connell
The
bills is in marked contrast to the California Labor Federation's attitude toward the Governor's bills, AB 419 and
SB 209.

Federation Secretary C. J. Haggerty
has been pursuing a policy of riding
with the punch and attempting to ren-

ILWU President Harry Bridges told
about his trip to Europe, the Middle
East and Russia.

by restrictions on labor, cannot be
viewed in the aggregate as selfless,
public-spirited citizens who are simply
trying to find remedies for social problems. They have an axe to grind and if
they want to grind it, they ought to
pay the same price as everybody else."
MECHANIZATION PROBLEM
The mechanization resolution contained this statement of policy:
"ILWU holds to the view that any
and all relief from back-breaking labor
is welcome, but we insist with equal
firmness that the fruits of labor-saving
must be distributed fairly among affected workers, including those workers
who have been dislocated by the process
of mechanization."
The convention proposed to the membership in each division the selection of
a 21-man committee to study and make
recommendations on a number of proposals to deal with the mechanization
and automation problems.
These include immediate proposals to
negotiate manning scales, insist on full
crew when sickness occurs, insist on
full crew during vacation periods and
to limit overtime.
Contract proposals to meet the mechanization problem include a 35-hour
work week without loss of pay, sever-

Reverend F. D. Haynes of the Third
Baptist Church, delivered the invocation.

told how to run honest, democratic
unions. We pioneered the field 20 years
ago, and we were villified as irresponsible and communistic because we
cleaned our house of labor fakers who
were in the pay of the bosses, and left
the final decision in settlements and
strikes in the hands of our membership.
Where were those 'saviors of labor'
then? One thing is for sure — they
weren't out telling the public that our
union was a fair working model of honesty and democracy.
"We are, therefore, profoundly suspicious of all do-gooders who suddenly
have appeared on the scen`e. We distrust
their motives. We believe that honest
men will be no party to discriminatory,
class legislation . ..
"Certainly corporations who employ
call girls to close sales deals, and who
stand to gain at the bargaining table

George Vatter presided while President Charles (Chili) Duarte made his
report.
ance pay, longer vacations, earlier retirement and increased pensions, plant'Wide seniority and training and retraining of displaced workers at company expense.
The resolution also backed a legislative program for a shorter work week,
earlier retirement and increased pensions, improvement of unemployment
compensation and expansion of vocational training and education programs.

Local 6 President Charles (Chili) Duarte and ILWU First Vice President and
Director of Organization J. 1. Robertson as the convention recessed until
March 14 to hear Robertson's report on organization,
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Congress Tories Join ABC Attack
On Liberal Supreme Court Rulings
"(From The Dispatcher's Washington Office) ,

WASHINGTON, D. C.—Defenders of
civil liberties have reason to be seriously concerned over a shotgun attack
by the House of Delegates of the American Bar Association on liberal decisions handed down by the Supreme
Court in recent years.
Less than a week after the ABA demanded Congressional action to rectify
the high court rulings, a bill to
strengthen the Smith Act slipped
through the House of Representatives
without debate or opposition.
Later, a House Judiciary Subcommittee approved a sweeping bill aimed at
giving State laws, in the absence of
specific Congressional commands to the
contrary, equal standing with Federal
statutes. This legislation could have
far-reaching effects on protective labor
Jaws and enforcement of 14th Amendment rights.
DIATRIBE BY EASTLAND
These steps on the House side were
followed by introduction in the Senate,
at the hands of Senator James Eastland (D-Mississippi), of seven bills to
carry out the ABA recommendations
for tightening of-internal security laws.
Senator Eastland, chairman of the
judiciary Committee, used the ABA
proposals as the excuse for another
lengthy speech to attack the Supreme
Court. As in previous diatribes on this
subject, he accused the Court of a
"naked thirst for power," saying it has
usurped lawmaking authority and undermined the nation's defenses against
the Communist conspiracy.
Eastland's vitriolic words brought
Senator Kuchel of California to his feet
with a comment that it was frightening
to hear "some in this country pour
their spleen on the venerated bench,"
adding:
"Some in this Chamber just a year
ago asked the Members of the Senate to
join with them in voting for legislative
proposals designed to undermine, to
weaken, and to traduce the Court's jurisdiction. Those legislative proposals
went. down to their well-deserved defeat
on roll-call votes here in the Senate.

I think that is a rather telling and decisive answer to the comments made
by the distinguished Senator from Mississippi."
BILL TO STRENGTHEN SMITH ACT
The bill rushed through the House
was sponsored by Representative Francis Walter, chairman of the Un-American Committee. It is intended to undo,
at least in part, a Supreme Court
decision of two years ago that reversed
a lower court conviction under the
Smith Act.
The measure is the first of a group
of bills approved by the House last year
but subsequently killed in the Senate
by the margin of a single vote. The
ease with which the Walter proposal
went through the lower chamber again
indicates that the Senate will have to
be the main battleground on civil liberties in this session.
The Bar Association resolutions,
adopted in Chicago February 14 by the
House of Delegates, called on Congress
to modify virtually all Supreme Court
decisions affecting individual rights.
The Association also voiced approval of
the UnAmerican Committee and the
Internal Security Subcommittee.
The ABA attempt to substitute its
judgment for that of the nation's highest tribunal drew at least one strong

protest in Congress and critical reaction elsewhere.
Representative Emanuel Celler (DN.Y.), chairman of the House Judiciary
Committee and a staunch defender of
the Bill of Rights, accused the Bar Association of "maligning" the Supreme
Court, and said the House of Delegates
was "obsessed with security and oblivious of individual liberty."
BRANDEIS CASE RECALLED
In Philadelphia, the local Bar Association repudiated the proposals of the
House of Delegates by adopting a resolution, on a 288-183 vote, affirming
its faith in the high court "in its traditional role as interpreter of the Constitution."
The influential Washington Post,
highly critical of the ABA stand, recalled an incident on March 14, 1936,
"when seven former ABA presidents
told a Senate Committee that a nominee
to the Supreme Court was 'not a fit
person to hold that high office.' The
Justice in question was Louis D. Brandeis."
Commented the Post acidly: "That
unhappy incident caused considerable
blushing in later years, and perhaps
the same will yet be true of the House
of Delegates' more recent attempt to
place the Court before the Bar."

IWA Wins Weyerhaeuser
Strike, Gets Arbitration

NORTH BEND, Oregon—The strike
of 800 IWA Weyerhaeuser workers
ended in victory here last week when
the company—after refusing for weeks
to do so—agreed to arbitrate the beef.
The strike began six weeks ago, after
a foreman fired a truck driver and the
company refused even to discuss the
matter--in what the man's co-workers
felt was the beginning of a move to
smash their union.
LABOR SOLIDARITY
The biggest factor in getting the
-giant timber company to accept arbitration was the support other unions
throughout the Northwest — but particularly the Coos Bay longshoremen—
gave the strikers.
Kehneth Johnson, business agent of
SACRAMENTO — A statement by IWA Local 7-261, told a stop work
ILWU Local 11 in San Jose supporting meeting of ILWU Local 12:
the idea of a federal food stamp plan
"We'll never forget your help, and
for public assistance clients was read
ihe way you back up your motto: 'An
before an Assembly Committee here
injury to one is an injury to all,'"Johnlast week.
declared.
• The Assembly Social Welfare Com- son
At various times during the six
mittee gave a "do pass" recommendation to a resolution requesting the US weeks' tie-up, Weyerhaeuser operations
Congress to adopt a federal food stamp in Springfield, Lon gview, Aberdeen,
plan similar to that in effect prior to Raymand and Everett were closed by
roving pickets'from the embattled Coos
World War II.
Through the issuance of food stamps Bay local.
The company's agreement to the arto persons on relief, old age pensioners
and others receiving public assistance bitration proposal came after the folwould be able to purchase surplus foods lowing demonstrations of the ,widein regular markets as a means of sup- spread labor interest in the beef:
1. Formation here of a-United Labor
plementing their diets.

Local 11 Supports
Food Stamp Plan

Committee to formulate united action
to• aid the striking workers, headed by
Eugene Bailey, president of Local 12.
A meeting sponsored by the committee
and attended by representatives of almost every union in the area was held
here February 25.
2. A meeting in Portland, March 1,
of the IWA Weyerhaeuser group, which
resulted in a unanimous vote of support to Local 7-261 and the election of
Kenneth Johnson, business agent of
the local, as secretary of the union
Weyerhaeuser group.
3. Re-deployment of pickets from the
embattled local throughout the Northwest, alerted to resume picketing mills
and camps in the Weyerhaeuser company's two-state empire, if attempts at
mediation failed.
'FULLEST POSSIBLE SUPPORT'
Longshoremen here gave "the fullest
possible support to the strike," Willis
Sutton, secretary of Local 12, reported.
He said the six-weeks' shutdown of
the huge lumber mill—lumber is the
main cargo item here—"cut into our
work to the extent of a couple of days
a week."
But the dockers tightened their belts
cheerfully, and were preparing to
assess themselves to help feed the
strikers' families when the walk-out
ended. The Coos County Public Welfare
Commission was threatening to cut off
the relief it had been giving to 182 of
the strikers' families.
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Un-AmericanBody
Summons Bridges
SAN FRANCISCO — ILWU President Harry Bridges has been served
with a subpoena to appear before the
House un-American Activities in
Washington on March 24.
Bridges, who has recently returned
from a tour of Europe and the Middle East, told newsmen he had no
idea why he was summoned before
the committee.
A Washington dispatch in the San
Francisco Examiner March 10 said
"the hearing is intended to lay the
foundation for proposed legislation"
to tighten passport regulations. The
story said Bridges "is but one of
several recent visitors to Russia for
whom subpoenas have been issued."
At a membership meeting, the
San Francisco division of Local 6
voted to send a protest wire to
committee chairman Francis Walter asking, "When are you going to
leave our international president
alone ?"

US Study on
Shipboard
Cranes Ready
(From The Dispatcher's Washington Office)

WASHINGTON, D. C.—A final report on the performance of rotating
shipboard cranes installed on the experimental vessel M V Thomas Nelson has
been published by the Maritime Administration.
The study wat made for the Maritime
Administration by the Maritime Cargo
Transportation Conference of the National Academy of Sciences—National
Research Council, and was designed to
make information available to the shipping industry which would assist in
making determinations as to the types
of equipment which may be of help in
solving the ship turn-around problem.
A progress report comparing the operation of rotating cranes on the Nelson with orthodox boom and winch
equipment on the SS Benjamin Chew,
which was published in July 1957,
showed a significant productivity advantage for the cranes in loading-and
discharging of general packaged cargo.
The final report gives results of tests
made with various types of cargoes of
different handling characteristics and
discusses the possible impact of the use
of cranes on manpower utilization and
costs. Further tests in service have led
the Conference to conclude that the
cranes can improve the rate of loading
by as much as 100 percent when stowage is by direct vertical positioning;
for example, container stowage in the
square of the hatch.
The study fouud, however, that little
improvement was to be expected over
conventional equipment from the use
of shipboard cranes in situations where
cargo handling operations are drastically limited by the configuration of the
hold or where there is little premium on
spotting ability.

And They All Said That Frankenstein Was Just a Fantasy ...
• CAMBRIDGE, Mass. — A machine
that can receive written instructions,
figure out how to make whatever is
wanted, and teach other machines how
to make it has been unveiled by the Air
Force.
The machine, called Automatically
Programmed Tools, or APT, is considered a major step toward total automation. Unlike other automatic machines,
APT can do its own figuring out of the
Mathematical processes for guiding its
control system.
Air Force officials said it used to take
200 hours of computation by trained
personnel to set up instructions for ordinary automatic machines to make a
typical airplane wing. APT does it in
five hours.
APT doesn't exactly read ordinary
typed or written English on slips of paper. It is necessary to punch the instructions on a card like those used in
billing offices. The instructions are in
a sort of condensed form of English.

APT compares the instructions on
the card with a built-in vocabulary of
symbols and starts calculating. It
punches out the answer on a tape,which
it then feeds to other machines in accord with the instructions received from
APT.

Scientists and experts at the Servomechanisms Laboratory of MIT have
been,.working APT for two years. Representatives of the aircraft industry
have also been cooperating.
Present plans are apparently to use

APT exclusively for military purposes.
An Air Force general said it will enable
the U.S. "to build a war machine that
nobody would want to tackle."
The Air Force said it expects the machine to cut the man hours of its technicians by at least 80 percent.
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Never Underestim te the LWU Women
"Never underestimate the power of
women."
When ILWU members from Seward
to San Pedro and from Paia to Portland
converge on Seattle April 6, many will
have their wives with them.
Some will be coming for the trip, to
see the snowy Olynipics, the Sound,
and storied Seattle fanning out from
thtra steep streets leading up from the
waterfront. Some will be coming for the
banquet, the excitement and fun that
accompany a big convention.
But others will be coming-as delegates in their own right — to the
convention of the ILWU Federated
Auxiliaries, which starts Tuesday, April
7 in the Mirror Room of the New Washington Hotel.
It is the union's thirteenth biennial
convention; the federation's. ninth.
Some of the auxiliaries are older than
the federation, which held its first
meeting in Long Beach on April 8,
1941, with stately, blonde Charlotte
Fantz (wife of Int. Rep. James S. Fantz,
Portland) in the chair. San Pedro, Portland and San Francisco trace their
lineage back to the old ILA charters;
North Bend, Seattle and Bellingham
were chartered in 1937.
Valerie Taylor, president of the Federated Auxiliaries, is shown at the typewriter
• A PROUD HISTORY
working on the mailing of auxiliary convention calls, while Norma Watt, secretary,
The auxiliary story reaches far back checks off names with a pencil. Helping them out are (left to right) Doreen Shelton, Pat Richardson and Jessie Browne,
into the union's past, into the fight.for all of the North Bend, Oregon, auxiliary.
the hiring hall—and for take-home pay
that would send a son or daughter to acquainted over our sewing," Eva Bad- sides co-sponsoring the local's annual
college.
alamenti reported at the federation's polio dance.
Twenty-five years ago longshore- board meeting last September.
Auxiliary 27 bought rhododendrons
men's wives marched with their men
es is a leg- for St. Helens' Veterans Memorial
of,
the
auxiliari
work
The
behind the bodies of Nick Bordoise and end in many ports. Yet it is a story that Park; Auxiliary 35 helped the Tacoma
Howard Sperry on Market Street. They has never been adequately told in print. Blind Association; Auxiliary 11, Vanjammed into the City Hall in Portland This is one of the reasons why auxiliary couver, campaigned against the closing
with Matt Meehan, then business agent membership has never reached its po- of Barnes' Veterans Hospital; Auxilof Local 8, when he waved the blood- tential. .
iary 8 entered a Betsy Ross float in
soaked shirt of a wounded striker in
Wilmington's Centennial parade, drawBOUQUET TO THE SHIPSCALERS
the mayor's face.
ing a tremendous ovation from the
sugar
emen,
warehous
remen,
Longsho
Last year auxiliaries in Aberdeen,
other digmembers Governor of California and
Seattle, Vancouver and Longview; workers—by and large,ILWU
Auxilstand;
g
reviewin
the
on
nitaries
to
Wilmington, Eureka, Stockton and San have supported their wives' efforts
North Bend, and 5, Portland,
1,
iaries
Francisco helped picket modern-day organize.
support Camp. Easterseal, for
Shipscalers Local 54 donated $300 to helped
reaction in another fight won by labor
children.
crippled
y 36's charter was
—the battle against Initiatives 202 and the cause. Auxiliar
is the mainstay of the
auxiliary
The
Rose
by
1958
installed on April 16,
18.
the union dance, the
party,
s
Christma
Southern CaliAuxiliary 7, Stockton, reactivated in Arian, vice president for
Day picnic and the Pensioners'
Labor
1958, staffed a "right to work" booth fornia.
Dinner in most locals.
Ralph Rider, Secretary of Local 39,
at the San Joaquin County Fair, handHOT LUNCH HELPED CRDC
year
last
charter
new
another
installed
ing out 39,000 pieces of literature. They
Secretary Kneeland Stranahan
CRDCL
Alaska.
y
Seward,
37,
took the federation's own leaflet,"What —that of Auxiliar
hot lunch which the seven
the
credits
TEE
COMMIT
ONS
"
RELATI
Women?
PUBLIC
Does Right to Work Mean to
and Columbia river auxcoast
Oregon
"An active auxiliary is the best pub- iliaries "provide, in turn, at council
through every office building in the
pity. .
lic relations committee a local union meetings in banquet proportions as a
THE WIDOW'S MITE
can have," says Dewey Van Brunt, pres- factor in the council's phenomenal
At the auxiliaries' 1957 convention, ident of Local 21, Longview. His wife, growth and success."
delegates from Seattle and San Fran- gracious, silver-haired Alice Van Brunt,
Many auxiliaries have helped their
Mrs. Eliaberth Olcisco drafted a Welfare & Pension res- is the federation's first vice president. parent bodies equip and furnish halls.
of Portland is
sen
olution urging continuance of medical
During the past year, Mrs. Van Rainier bought an electric refrigerator
who
helped win
s
old-timer
the
of
one
coverage to the widows and minor chil- Brunt's home auxiliary donated $500 to and helped pay for an oil furnace.
Local 8 mem.
Widow
strike.
1934
the
of
n
proextensio
dren of longshoremen and
help- underwrite the community
ber Andrew Olsen, who passed away
the $100-a-month pension benefit to a gram for retarded children; made
years ago, she headed the Portfour
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Probe Jobless Problem, Not
Unions—Liberal Demo Urges
(From The Dispatcher's Washington Office)

WASHINGTON, D. C.—A plea that
the McClellan Committee be washed up
in favor of more attention to current
economic problems has been voiced by

Final Ruling
Awaited In
Picket Suit
•

PORTLAND, Ore.—Final ruling in
the National Labor Relations Board
suit to enjoin Locals 8 and 92 from
picketing the General Ore dock here
was due as The Dispatcher wqnt to
press.
US District Judge William G. East
handed down an oral injunction last
week (March 6), but exceptions were
immediately filed by Frank Pozzi, the
attorney representing the two locals.
The injunction hearing, which lasted
two weeks, stemmed from charges the
Harvey company had filed before the
board asserting that the two locals and
the international union were acting in
, concert to violate the Taft Hartley act
and picket the ore dock "unfairly."
If the injunction is finalized, it will
be effective pending the outcome of
the NLRB inquiry into •the matter
which is slated to start in the Lincoln
Building here this week.
Picketing of the ore dock was continuing pending the Judge East decision.
Cross examination of company witnesses during the injunction proceedings disclosed that the Harvey Company's alumintun plant at The Dalles,
the ore dock and company operations
in Torrance,,Calif., are "all Harvey."
The testimony of a plant foreman
showed that Harvey employes (they
are non-union) are paid $2 an hour,
straight time, regardless of the number of hours worked or whether the
work is on Sundays or holidays.

Representative John Dent, liberal Democrat of Pennsylvania.
Dent told his colleagues in the House
that the McClellan Committee "has outlived its usefulness. All the information
needed has long ago been obtained—
from now on it is like pushing the
hanging body to watch it swing after
the mob has gone home."
Later, after calling attention to the
need for studying the effects of automation and other economic questions,
he stated: "The problem of chronic
unemployment is more serious and
more important than any other problem
Congress is faced with right now."
In leading up to the subject of the
McClellan Committee, Dent made the
point that there should be less criticism
of the yellow-journalism variety in the
public press directed at labor and union
leaders:
"It goes without much argument to
the contrary, that labor would not be
the powerful unit it is in American life
today without the Lewises, the Reuthers, the Bridges, the Hoffas, the
Becks, the McDonalds, the Hutchinsons,
and the endless line ... (of) men and
women who stood for what are now
acknowledged as labor's rights."

Oregon Longshoremen
Struck—Back in 1877
PORTLAND — Oregon's first labor
strikes occurred in 1877—a fact to
keep in mind during the Oregon Centennial.
The longshoremen walked off the
docks in an unsuccessful attempt to get
overtime for Sundays and holidays.
The same year the Deep Sea Fishermen's Union of Astoria beached their
trolling boats,in an attempt to get
higher salmon prices. They went back
to sea when the packers threatened to
import scabs.
1946 set all-time strike records in the
U.S., with 4.6 million workers on strike
for a total of 116 million man days.

4

Broken Appointments
Can Be .Expensive
INDIVIDUAL physicians and dentists
and group health service plans work
mainly by an appointment system. It's
the only way they can allocate their
time among their patients.
Doctors have patients in hospitals to
visit. Some do surgery. Some spend certain parts of the week in clinics providing free care. They have to schedule
their time, in the patients' interests.
We're talking about appointments
because of a continuing problem of
broken appointments, costly to the
membership in health and money. A
health plan in the East just counted
up: twenty appointments broken out
of every 100 scheduled, meaning broken
without a telephone call to the plan to
cancel.
With .appointments the heart of the
system of getting patients and doctors
together, even a far smaller number of
people not showing up would disrupt
efforts toward a smooth-running operation.
To you as a patient an appointment
means the doctor has time set aside for
your care. He has your chart at hand—
your medical record may throw light
on the present problem. In short, an
appointment is generally the best setting for good care, except in emergency
situations.

How to Disrupt
A Doctor's Schedule
NE IMMEDIATE result when a
person doesn't keep his appointment is that someone else who could
have had the doctor's time didn't get
it. The results snowball:
Waiting-time lo get appointments
grows longer.
The longer the wait, the more chance
of losing track of when an appointment
is supposed to be.
The more disruption in the doctors'
schedules, the less their time can be
put to the best use. With no advance
notice of a gap in the schedule, they
can't call in a patient listed for the first
opening. There's not always an emergency they can use the time for.
You have a responsibility to the other
people in your plan. If it's you that's

O

End un-American
Group, Says Porter
PORTLAND — Representative
Charles 0. Porter has written Columbia
River District council secretary, Knee-,
land„Stranahan, that he is backing the
Roosevelt bill to abolish Representative
Walter's un-Alperican committee.
• The counceurged dissolution of the
committee some time ago, and Stranahan recently wrote Porter asking him
to support HR 53.
The southern Oregon Congressman
replied that he is not only backing up
Representative James Roosevelt in his
bill, but that "if we can think of anything else to do to get rid of the unAmerican activities committee, we will
do it."

wasted a doctor's time, so he couldn't
see a person who needed care, you've
hurt that person.
You may be hurting yourself when
you miss an appointment, by not getting early care.
There's expense to consider, too. The
medical plans have to set the premiums
they charge your Welfare Fund and
other groups and individuals to allow
for the waste caused by broken appointments. This is no small expense. Estimates run in the thousands of dollars
every year.
In our longshore dental program for
children, in some of the plans hundreds
of dollars, by actual 'count, are going
down the drain for broken appointments, money that could, have been
spent for services the children peed.

vie

A Few Suggestions
That May Help You
OME suggestions on what you can
do to help yourself and others:
Before you call for an appointment,
figure out a few dates and times you
expect to be free.
Before you hang up the phone, confirm the date and time, and write them
down. If you family has a bulletin board
or you use an appointment calendar,
note medical and dental appointments
there.
Many people have found it helps
them remember appointments to tell
the whole family. If you forget, some.
one in the family can remind you.
• If your children are expected to go
to physician or dentist of their own, be
sure to remind them beforehand, check
up that they get there.
Any time you find it impossible to
keep an appointment, call in and cancel
as far ahead as you can. Even when
you can't give much notice, a few hours
will often help the plan reschedule and
fit in another patient.

S
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Soviet Tour Features
Visits with Workers
NEW YORK — A tour of the Soviet
Union arranged especially for workers
has been announced by the National
Council of American-Soviet Friendship.'
The four, scheduled for the three
weeks between April 19 and May 10,
will provide opportunities to rneet Soviet workers at home, in factories and
at vacation resorts. It will also provide
an opportunity to witness Soviet May
Day activities. -.
The Council,
'
114'East 32nd Street,
New York 16, said that the price of the
all-expense air tour is $1,075 per person'

Eureka Discusses
Medical Coverage
EUREKA, Calif. — ILWU LadieS
Auxiliary 29 has invited longshoremen
of Local 14 here and their wives to a
March 13 meeting to learn more about
their health coverage under the ILWUPMA Welfare Fund.
Scheduled to discuss the medical and
dental. plans and answer Eureka'families' questions was Miss Anne Waybur
of the Fund staff.

National Survey Interviews Families
To Determine Facts on Union Health Plans
.11

It says something here about "take-home pay." What's a home?

SAN FRANCISCO — ILWU Locals
here are receiving many inquiries from
members about the "Columbia Survey"
of union families with Kaiser Foundation Health Plan coverage. ILWU staff
have talked to the *surveyors, for the
information of families asked for interviews.
Interviews are going on-in - a number
of hea1th, plans in different,parts of the.
country. The purpose is to find out
more about how union people are using
their health coverage and what they
think of it. The facts that come out of

the survey' may be useful in future
health coverage bargaining.
Individual answers are kept confidential. Union and employers don't see
them. When results are published, they
will be in the form of numbers only, not
what any individual said.
Columbia University is running the
survey. The National Opinion Research
Center is doing the interviewing. Sponsor is the Foundation on Employee
Health, Medical Care and Welfare set
up by the International Association of
Machinists and U.S. Industries.
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At Last A US Labor History
Suitable for Young People
Ktunerine B. Shippen
This Union Cause
Hard Cover Edition
ILWU Price $1.50
Many members of ILWU have asked
hopefully about a book suitable for
teen-agers which would give them a
sympathetic introduction to labor history. Such a book is at last available
and we are delighted to be able to offer
it through the ILWU Book Club at only
$1.50. Intended especially for .young
people, it is short, well-written and yet
not condescending.
We might quarrel over the absence
of any reference to the ILWU and the
1934 strike, but many of the highlights
of labor history are covered and many
of the leading personalities introduced.
William Sylvis, Samuel Gompers, Eugene Debs, John Mitchell, Bill Haywood,
William Z. Foster and John L. Lewis
are all thene along with the programs
they advapced and the struggles they
led.
•
There is not only a complete absence
of red-baiting but the employers' use
of the red label is shown up as an antiunion device. For example, in discussing
the 1919 steel strike, the author' points

out that "the steel companies talked so
much about communist influence
among the workingmen that the public
were persuaded that the whole strike
had been negotiated by the Russians."
Then the author goes on to say that the
Interchurch World Movement, which investigated the strike and wrote a comprehensive report on it, "announced
that the excitement against communism was entirely baseless as far as the
strike was concerned." The real issues
the author says, "were shorter hours,
better wages, and better working conditions."
The book makes it clear not only why
unions are organized but the lengths
to which erhployers will go to oppose
organization. The role in labor relations
of black lists, injunctions and yellowdog contracts is made clear. The open
shop drive after World War I is clearly
labeled an "anti-union drive" even
though called "The American Plan."
It is a weakness of the book that it
devotes only a, few pages to the years,
since World War II. The book ends with
mention of the AFL and CIO merger.
There is no appraisal of the present
state of the labor movement. But this is
probably too much to ask. It calls for
another volume.

•

Veteran Unionist Diaz Wins Long Fight
To Stop Deportation to Franco Spain
-SAN FRANCISCO--After 24 years,
veteran trade unionist Juna Diaz has
won his fight against deportation to
Spain.
Diaz, now 63 and in poor health, is
free to remain in San Francispo with
his eight children and 17 grandchildren, all American born.
The U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals in
San Francisco recently gave a final rejection to the attempt of the Immigration Service to send him to Franco
Spain where .he would face certain
death.
The government had rested its case
in large part on the fact`that Diaz ran
for supervisor on the Communist
ticket in 1934. The appeals court ruled
that this did not constitute "meaningful association" with the Communist
pa,rty.
The Immigration Service kept trying
to dellort Diaz since that time, pursuing through more than 15 legal hearings.
"Well, we finally won it," said George
Andersen, Diaz' attorney. "I've been
handling that case since 1934 through
all the ups and downs of endless hear-

ings. It's the longest deportation case
on record in this district. I doubt if
there is a longer deportation case on
record in the whole U.S.-44 years in
one case."
Diaz is well known to old-time trade
unionists in the San Francisco Bay
area. ,He participated in scores of
strikes and organizing drives during
the 1930's.
He was an organizer for the old
United Cannery, Packing and Allied
Workerseand was one of the founders
of the Alaska Cannery Workers.

Oakland Terminal ,
Workers Stop Work
OAKLAND—ILWU Local 6 terminal
workers were out for a stop work meeting from 8 a.m. Thursday to 8 a.m.
Friday, March 13.
President Charles (Chili) Duarte
said the meeting Was to discuss a series
of contract violations by the employers
as well as violation of a jurisdiction
agreement respecting teamsters.
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IN THE LAST issue, this column dealt
i with the problems facing American
unions under the triple impacts of
mechanization, unemployment and legal
moves to make members of organized
labor into second class citizens. It is
in this context that we should look at
labor leadership.
Under the triple-threat pressures facing labor, it becomes easier to separate
honest leaders who are representing the
rank and file from the other kind—the
so-called leaders who try to buy a piece
of pie by wheeling and dealing with
employers and, politicians, at the expense of the rank and file.
The former isn't afraid to face his
membership on every issue, and in the
last analysis to take his orders from the
membership. The latter thinks primarily of ways to perpetuate himself indefinitely in power, by avoiding contact
with his membership.
This year the ILWU celebrates its
quarter century of existence since the
1934 strike and we've learned a good
deal about the meaning of leadership,
as we see it. n our league of leadership
means rank and file control of leaders
who are expected to lead. Our ranks
don't elect people they have to push
into leading.
Democratic leadership demands a
fine balance between finding out what
the rank and file wants arid yet moving
ahead all the time—without getting too
far in advance of the members.In short,
it means trying to foresee coming
events and projecting programs that
will best fit the needs of the group.
There are times that leadership
means sticking, one's neck out a long
way ahead of the rank and file and
taking a chance that the ranks will see
the necessi,ty for the move, before putting the axe to the leader's head. There
are periods when events move so fast
that the ranks demand fast action. But
there are other times when things move
so slowly that the membership isn't
aware of any change, and it is then that
leadership must prod events to keep the
organization from going stagnant.
These are the practical facts of life that
are always with us.

ment, with all its weaknesses as well as
strengths, soon ceases to lead.
Many unions face a crisis because of
leadership that is interested only in
perpetuating its own power. Two many
times these days one hears of workers
expressing disgust with their unions',
With their leadership.
The ILWU has served as a model before in many areas: wages, safety, we!faret pensions, and much else. We have
some pretty clear ideas, born of our
own experience, of ways to insure good
leadership and bring democracy back
to the American trade union movement.
IF EVERY UNION followed the practice of holding referendums for every
office, and every basic change; if every
member was permitted free expression
—including the all-important right to
criticize openly, to take the leadership
to task, face to face, without reprisals;
if the ultimate control over every man
elected, every dime spent and all officers salaries were set by the rank and
file and their delegates, then there
wouldn't be any McClellan committees,
and politicians wouldn't be able to put
over their phoney "union control" legislation. Then it wouldn't be open season ,
on all unions, the good as well as the
bad.
Too many leaders,are falling into the
trap of believing that if the onslaught
falls on a select few they can somehow
protect themselves and perpetuate their
leadership. Some leaders are afraid to
come before their ranks and discuss the
Vast changes takirig place, and meet
these challenges witll action. They're
afraid to demand, from industry and
business, shorter work weeks, with
higher pay. They might be
, called
"radicals."
Only when the labor movement gets
back to fundamentals and deals directly
with its real problems, without window
dressing or sham, will labor have a
chance to weather the storm.
We in the ILWU can continue to set
patterns for the rest of labor. Some of
it might still rub off on others. After
25 years we still remember the lessons
We learned on the bricks and on the
job. The root of our union, or any union
is the worker. And it is from him that,
the labor leader must learn, and for
him the leader must work.

NE OF THE most serious problems develops when members start
to take their leaders for granted, and
assume a "let George do it" attitude.
The membership then sits back and
takes it easy, figuring that the sharp
guys on top have all the answers and
don't need to be controlled by the men
and women who elected them. That is
(Vrom The Dispatcher's Washington Office)
where democracy starts on the road
WASHINGTON, D. C.—Los Angeles
to failure. It stands to reason that a will be the scene of the Democratic
leader who isn't responsible daily to his Party's nominating convention in July
constituents can very soon become lazy, of 1960.
or worse, start looking out for his own
The final decision to affirm the
interests. That's where the "Dry Rot" choice previously made by a site comdisease starts.
.
mittee came in a meeting of the NaWhen members stop overseeing their tional Committee after rival bids of
officers, leaders not only become sepa- Chicago and Philadelphia had been rerated from the ranks but start tO be- jected in four tiours of vigorous debate.
come isolated from each other. We
Selection of Los Angeles is regarded
learn many times over in the last*quar- here as a victory for the liberal element
ter of a century the importance of led by national chairman Paul M. Butteamwork by officials who are respon- ler. Western and mid-Western forces,
sive to those who- elected them.
rapidly rising to a new position of
Most important in our organization power, snpported Butler in turning back
is the fact that there isn't one of us in Challenges from the formerly dominant
top leadership position who didn't come big city machines of the East and
up from the rank and file. We weren't Middle-East.
picked for our personalities or the way
we comb our hair; we aren't sold to our
Local 17 Open House
'members by press agents the way some
SACRAMENTO—Local 17 ran a gala
labor officials are.
open house for union members and
We know none of us can live forever, . their families at the local's hall in
' and that doesn't scare us because we be- Broderick on February 28. More than
lieve wherever there is a democratic 250 children came to the party. Reunion there are leaders at every rung freshments and entertainment by radio
of the ladder. That is why we place such and TV personalities helped liven up
stress on the steward system—the men the affair.
and women who work on the job and
maintain moment to moment contact
• Answer to Who Said It
with every problem, on the job; not
Senator Homer E. Capehart (Ronly problems of wOrk, but the day to
Indiana), in a speech on the Senate
day human needs of people. Leadership
floor, Thursday, February 5, 195g.
that loses sight of this human ele-
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Los Angeles Will
Host Demo Meet

